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Civil enforcement, which provides an effective way of protecting the lawful 
rights and interests of the parties or any interested party, is an important task of 
the people’s courts at all levels in China. However, the efficiency-oriented 
procedure of enforcement could also run the risk of infringing upon the lawful 
rights and interests of a person who is not involved in the case, thereby increasing 
the difficulties of achieving justice in civil enforcement procedure. In this regard, 
it is necessary to provide speedy, effective redress for a person who is not 
involved in the case for preventing their lawful rights and interests from 
infringing during the course of enforcement. The fundamental changes of the 
procedure of objection of a person who is not involved in the case only occurred 
when the Decision of Amending the Civil Procedure Law of the People’s 
Republic of China was adopted at the 30th Session of the Standing Committee of 
the 10th National People’s Congress on October 28, 2007, which revised the 
provisions concerning objection of a person who is not involved in the case and 
established procedure concerning objection in enforcement by Article 204 of the 
Civil Procedure Law. However, there are variations between courts in applying 
procedure concerning objection in enforcement since there are no other 
provisions with regard to the implementation process of Article 204 in the Civil 
Procedure Law. This paper reviews the current approach to enforcement redress 
in the context of legislations in some typical Civil Law Countries, followed by a 
critical analysis of Article 204 of the Civil Procedure Law and other relevant 
judicial explanations in China. The objective of the study is to make a suggestion 
for establishing approach to objection of a person who is not involved in the case 
in legislation in order to properly apply relevant provisions concerning objection 
in enforcement procedure in judicial practice. 
















The first part gives a general introduction to the principles of enforcement 
redress, including the definition, characteristics of enforcement redress. It 
reviews the definition, styles of two approaches to enforcement redress – redress 
in substance and procedure, and relevant provisions in legislations of Germany, 
Japan and Taiwan as well, with a focus on the procedure of objection of a person 
who is not involved in the case during the course of enforcement. 
The second part discusses the amendment to procedure of objection of a 
person who is not involved in the case under Article 204 of the Civil Procedure 
Law. It first reviews the previous legislations concerning procedure of objection 
of a person who is not involved in the case, followed by an analysis of the 
problem of these previous legislations as well as a discussion of Article 204 of the 
current Civil Procedure Law.  
The third part critically evaluates Article 204 of the Civil Procedure Law 
through selected typical cases, with particular focus on the approach to raising 
objection of a person who is not involved in the case, reviewing the objection of 
the court, initiating the procedure of adjudication supervision, filing a lawsuit 
against ruling on the objection and other relevant approaches.  
The fourth part focuses on perfecting the approach on filing a lawsuit against 
ruling on the objection in enforcement procedure based on the critical analysis of 
Article 204 of the Civil Procedure Law. 
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自 20 世纪 80 年代末以来，全国法院以解决执行难为切入点，以规范执行行









第 204 条（以下简称民诉法第 204 条）对原民事诉讼法及司法解释有关案外
人异议制度规定的诸多漏洞和不足进行了修补。同时，为防止适用中产生争
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